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Dear Friends,

As I type this newsletter, the US congress is debating getting involved in a war that isn’t in the best interest of the
Untied States of America. In fact, only Al-Qaida-linked rebels and the Muslim Brotherhood will profit from such an
adventure, the. 

Watching all that’s going on makes one wonder if we aren’t on the eve of the fulfillment of Isaiah 17:1 “The burden
of Damascus. Behold, Damascus is taken away from being a city, and it shall be a ruinous heap.” If  Mr. Obama gets
to do what he wants, he may well reduce Damascus to a pile of rubble.

Several questions come to mind. One, why does Mr. Obama want to commit us to such a costly venture? We’re
broke; children can’t tour the White House; the Blue Angels can’t fly; we have had to suffer the sequester; people
had their pay docked, and ships couldn’t sail! It’s being reported, “Even a short, swift military strike against Syria
could cost the United States more than $600 million at a time when the Pentagon is already undergoing extraordinary
budget cuts,” according to Defense News. Who’ll benefit from such an action? It is for certain that the Christians in
Syria will not benefit.

Lets take a close look at what we’re being told concerning the chemical weapons. A WMD article tells us that
“Secretary of State John Kerry accused the Assad government Monday of covering up the use of chemical weapons
in “a cowardly crime” and a “moral obscenity” that shocked the world’s conscience.” Kerry claimed the Obama
administration had “undeniable” evidence “that the Assad government was culpable in the use of chemical weapons
on civilians” in the Aug. 21 attack on a Damascus suburbs.” The liberal news and Obama allies are trying to
convince us that we must act. Syria has crossed a “red line.” America’s credibility is on the line!  In order to gender
sympathy we’re told about Assad using chemicals on children. We have to do something!  Are we being told the
truth? I think not!

It’s a given that Assad is a dictator, and is capable of some brutal acts. No one rules an Islamic land without being
capable of brutalizing his enemies. It’s without a doubt Assad’s enemies are brutal people trying to overthrow the
government. The rebels are partly made up from radicals from all over the Islamic world. We hear over and over
Assad is killing his own people! These are not Assad’s people. It’s true innocent people are being killed in this war,
and the only way to stop the innocent from dying would be to have no war at all. If Assad is overthrown, what will be
the result? The world will have another dictator, only a more brutal one. The Assad government has been protecting
the Christians so that they could live and worship in peace. 

The Muslim Brotherhood & Al-Qauda backed rebels will, if they come to power, cleanse the whole area of
Christians.  It will be a brutal Islamic dictatorship. Christians would be outlawed, force converted, exiled and
murdered, just like they are in Saudi Arabia.

Headline - Syrian Rebels to Assyrian Christian refugees: 'If you want to come back, convert to
Islam, or you will be killed' By Dan Wooding - August 4, 2013 
ASSIST News Service  -www.assistnews.net

“AL THAWRAH, SYRIA (ANS) -- According to the Assyrian International News Agency (www.aina.org), Assyrian
Christians who have fled from an area of Syria called al-Thawrah (also known as al-Tabqah), have been told by
rebels, "If you want to come back, convert to Islam, or you will be killed."

“The story goes on to say that Christians report their property being stolen, their homes being confiscated, and their
possessions being sold on the black market in order to buy weapons and ammunition. In many of these cases, those
forcefully dispossessed were not even allowed the chance to take with them any of their personal belongings.” 

“According to the jihadist Islamist ideology espoused by such forces as the al-Nusra Front, the properties and
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possessions of such "infidels" are halal (fair game), and it is not a sin to plunder them. They also threatened
Christians with death if they did not comply with strict Islamic laws.” End of Article

This has been a common factor everywhere the Arab Spring has spread, a dictator is over thrown that was protecting
the Christian minority in his country, and replaced by a radical form of Islam that waged a wave of ethnic cleansing.
Already 450,000 Christians have had to flee Syria as a result of the “freedom loving” rebels. All that stands between
the Christian and death is the Assad army. In another generation the weak might have looked to America for help.

Headline - Christians, other minorities in Syria fear 'ethnic cleansing'

http://www.stripes.com/news/middle-east/christians-other-minorities-in-syria-fear-ethnic-cleansing-1.236246  By
Slobodan Lekic - Stars and Stripes, Published: August 20, 2013

“Many Syrian Christians say they fear becoming victims of the same kind of targeted anti-Christian violence that
resulted from the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003. This persecution, known here as the “American solution,” caused a
massive exodus — of the 1.5 million Christians who lived in Iraq in 2000, less than 300,000 remain today.”

“The terrorists are trying to push the Christians out of this area,” said Isan Bahri, the 44-year-old owner of a
mechanical shop in the Kasaa district of eastern Damascus that the rebels have been trying to capture. “They are not
shooting at the army, they are intentionally aiming for civilians.”

“The attacks fit an emerging pattern where fighters of the Free Syrian Army, and other jihadist elements, have
targeted civilian members of Syria’s various minority groups — primarily Alawites who traditionally supported the
government of President Bashar al-Assad, himself an Alawite. But other groups, including the Kurds, Druze and
Christians, who together with the Alawites make up a quarter of Syria’s 22.5 million people, are also seen as
supportive of the secular government and therefore viewed as enemies. This week, some 30,000 Syrian Kurds fled
into Iraq’s Kurdistan region saying they were being killed by jihadists targeting the minority.”

“They have threatened to cut our throats,” said Bahri, a Roman Catholic. “I love my country, but if it means having
the terrorists slaughter me, my wife and our two boys, I’d rather escape to Lebanon.” 

“These ancient Christian communities, some of the oldest in the world, have generally been protected by successive
Syrian governments, including Assad’s, but that security was lost when rebel factions began mounting increasingly
ferocious attacks on them throughout the country.” End of quote 

Are we being told the truth about who’s using the chemical weapons?  You have heard the scenario being put forth
by the Obama administration as they seek to commit America’s military to war. Here is the other side of the story.  

Headline -  EXCLUSIVE: Syrians In Ghouta Claim Saudi-Supplied Rebels Behind Chemical Attack  -
Rebels and local residents in Ghouta accuse Saudi Prince Bandar bin Sultan of providing chemical weapons to an al-
Qaida linked rebel group.  

http://www.mintpressnews.com/witnesses-of-gas-attack-say-saudis-supplied-rebels-with-chemical-weapons/168135/

Ghouta, Syria — As the machinery for a U.S.-led military intervention in Syria gathers pace following last week’s
chemical weapons attack, the U.S. and its allies may be targeting the wrong culprit. Interviews with people in
Damascus and Ghouta, a suburb of the Syrian capital, where the humanitarian agency Doctors Without Borders said
at least 355 people had died last week from what it believed to be a neurotoxic agent, appear to indicate as much. 

The U.S. and others are not interested in examining any contrary evidence, with U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry
saying  Monday that Assad’s guilt was “a judgment … already clear to the world.” However, from numerous
interviews with doctors, Ghouta residents, rebel fighters and their families, a different picture emerges. Many believe
that certain rebels received chemical weapons via the Saudi intelligence chief, Prince Bandar bin Sultan, and were
responsible for carrying out the dealing gas attack. End of quote.

If this is true then this is what it means. Saudi Arabia is suppling the chemical weapons to the rebels. They could not
do this without the full knowledge of the American government.

Headline - Russia sharply steps up criticism of U.S. over Syria- by Will Englund, August 31, 2013
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/russia-sharply-steps-up-criticism-of-us-over-syria/2013/08/31/532c48
ea-1238-11e3-a2b3-5e107edf9897_print.html
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MOSCOW – Russia dramatically escalated its denunciations of American threats to attack Syrian military targets on
Saturday, with President Vladimir Putin saying it would have been “utter nonsense” for the Syrian government to use
chemical weapons as the Obama administration alleges. 

Putin said he was sure the attack was the work of rebels trying to provoke international — and especially American
— involvement in the Syrian conflict. The government of Bashar al-Assad, he said, would have had no reason to use
chemical weapons at a time when it had gained the upper hand in the fighting. Doing so, he said, would have been
“utter nonsense’’ – with the clear implication that that is how he would characterize the American allegations. On
top of that, he said, the Obama administration’s “claims that proof exists, but is classified and cannot be presented to
anybody, are below criticism. This is plain disrespect for their partners.” End of quote

Headline - August 28, 2013 SYRIA: Who is deploying chemical weapons?
-- and the tactics of asymmetric warfare. By Elizabeth Kendal Special to ASSIST News Service 

“AUSTRALIA (ANS) -- In asymmetric conflict, the party that is militarily weaker has no option but to rely on
PSYOPS (psychological operations), particularly acts of terrorism, which are desperate acts designed to extract
concessions.”

“If the weaker party is seeking military aid or intervention from a militarily strong democratic state (such as the US)
their PSYOPS must target the emotions/wills of the constituents of that democracy. To this end, the weaker party will
provoke the enemy from behind a line of human shields (to ensure there are maximum civilian casualties) and then
report the "massacre" to eager, sensationalist, non-discerning Western media who routinely accept it with glee and
without question. The weaker party will also conduct "false flag" operations: that is, they will stage attacks that will
be blamed on their enemy. By these means the weaker party provides the government of the strong, democratic state
with all the propaganda that government will require if they are to sell the concept of a ‘humanitarian intervention’ to
their constituents.”

“In truth, however, these interventions are not ‘humanitarian;’ for there is nothing humane about bombing cities and
towns full of civilians. The decision to attack is always made on economic and geo-strategic grounds, for the
advancement of economic and geo-strategic interests. When a militarily strong democratic state is seeking reason to
intervene, it will send out a signal regarding what is required: i.e. a massacre of civilians, a chemical attack etc. This
gives the throat-cutting, suicide bombing, terrorist rebels something to aim for.” End of quote

In a summation this is how I am reading the present situation, there’s over whelming evidence that the al-
Qaida & Muslim Brotherhood linked rebels were the ones that used the chemical weapons. Then they
framed the Assad Government in order to bring the West into to the war on their side. They’re losing the
war. They need something to change the direction. So now they have presented Mr. Obama with a pretext
for supporting the Muslim Brotherhood.  We’re in danger of watching the US military be used to strengthen
the hands of the very people who attacked America on 9/11. 

Ted Cruz: US Is Not 'Al-Qaeda's Air Force' by Mike Flynn  4 Sep 2013, 7:30 A.M. PDT 
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2013/09/04/Ted-Cruz-US-Is-Not-Al-Qaedas-Air-Force

“On Tuesday, Sen. Ted Cruz distilled the current debate over possible military action in Syria to its essential
dilemma. While Syrian President Bashar Assad is certainly a ruthless dictator, the forces aligned against him are
dominated by jihadis and elements of terrorist organizations. Cruz noted that Americans didn't enlist in the military
to "serve as Al-Qaeda's Air Force." End of Quote 

How could this play out as far as Bible prophecy is concerned? If the Obama Administration continues to
support radical Islam in the region, destabilizing the whole area, Russia will see her interests being
threatened and will move to protect his interest. That is drawing Mr. Putin’s forces into the region. As the
US is increasing her military presence in the region Russia is increasing her military force.  This may be
how Russia gets a hook in her jaw that pulls her into Israel.  The Prophet Ezekiel referring to Russia as Gog sends
her a message from God.  Eze 38:4 “ And I will turn thee back, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee
forth,” It does not seem the Mr. Putin really wants this conflict. He seems to be trying to talk Mr. Obama out
of it. The Obama administration is causing a realignment of  nations.  We may be watching a buildup for
Isaiah 17:1 and Ezekiel 38 & 39. The Rapture of the church must happen before the Ezekiel war. As we’re
witnessing this event, we’re left with the impression that our time is short and that we must be about our
Father’s business!  
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Then there is startling headline - Egyptian Newspaper’s Explosive Allegation: President Obama Is a
Secret Muslim Brotherhood Member - Sep. 3, 2013 12:03pm Sharona Schwartz
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2013/09/03/egyptian-newspapers-explosive-allegation-president-obama-is-a-secret-
muslim-brotherhood-member/

If the allegations were to prove true, this would explain why there are members of the Muslim Brotherhood
working in his administration. It would explain a lot of things concerning President Obama’s foreign policy.
It would also explain the anti-Christian policies affecting our military personal. The following article gives
the supporting information. I’m limited on space this month so I am placing the location of the article and
you can reference it. 
http://frontpagemag.com/2013/frontpagemag-com/the-muslim-brotherhood-infiltrates-obama-administratio
n/

Moments in Bible Prophecy - I have exciting news concerning our ministry. We’re building a new website
- Momentin.us. We have redirected Internet traffic from Momentin.Com so it takes you to the new site. I
invite you to visit it. We’re far from finished. There’s a lot of work yet to be done. 

With the new website we have a new mobile web at M.Momentin.US. Now you can listen to our radio
program over your smart phone. Soon you should be able to go to the website and listen to Moments in
Bible Prophecy on demand.

The message of the Month - “Contentment” Life seems to be full of struggles. Most of those struggles seem to
take place inside of the human heart. There seems to be so much unrest in the hearts of Americans. I find less peace
among those who are blessed here in this land of plenty, than in the lands of need where I have traveled. Perhaps it is
that your peace depends upon the things you have and theirs upon who has them. 

America’s stuff is making her crazy. Iphones and texting make it possible for us to have never ending fights.
Pressures and stresses are pounding us every moment. With those gadgets Satan can whisper in our ear at any
moment. Paul learned something very important, he learned how to be content, Phil 4:11 “. . . . for I have
learned, in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content.” This contentment was something Paul had to
learn. If Satan can steal your contentment, he can plunge you into misery. I would love for you to have this
message. It is yours by request. 

Support - Darkness is spreading across the world and we need to keep punching holes in that darkness.
God has given me some very effective tools for doing just that. The radio ministry and Internet have the
power to go into all of the world punching holes in the darkness. Every minute of air time and each letter on
the website come with a price. I must have partners who will stand with me enabling me to pay the cost. 

In a church I pastored a few years ago I had a member who use to say, “The truth just has a ring to it!” What
Jesus has to say about our personal treasures really has a ring to it today, Mat 6:19-21 “Lay not up for
yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through and
steal:  (20)  But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and
where thieves do not break through nor steal:  (21)  For where your treasure is, there will your heart be
also.” There is nothing you have that government cannot take away from you. The only way you can keep it
from being taken from you is to invest it in the Kingdom of God.  It could be that the still small voice of
God will try to direct you to join with me in investing in the Gospel of the Kingdom of God. It may be that
God would like for you to punch some holes in the darkness. 

Thank you for all you made possible this past month. Your Prayers are greatly needed!

Your Friend in Christ,

Raymond L Shockley

“MOMENTS IN BIBLE PROPHECY”


